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Information
Venues
The Milan Porta Venezia district becomes
the headquarters of independent cinema
throughout the long MFF 2021 weekend.

GIARDINI INDRO MONTANELLI
Via Palestro, 14
CINETECA MILANO MEET
Viale Vittorio Veneto 2
ARCOBALENO FILM CENTER
Viale Tunisia, 11

Infopoint and Tickets
Tickets for MFF 2021 screenings can be purchased online and at the MFF arena ticket offices at the
Giardini Indro Montanelli, the Cineteca Milano MEET and the Arcobaleno Film Centre.
For free events online booking is compulsory.

MFF arena ticket office opening hours:
Friday 8 October 6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 9 October: 4:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 10 October: 4:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.
Cineteca Milano MEET ticket
office opening hours:
Friday 8 October: 6:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9 October: 2:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 10 October: 10:30 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Arcobaleno Film Centre ticket
office opening times:
from Monday to Sunday: 2:45 p.m. – 9:45 p.m.

TICKETS
€ 5.00 full price | € 3.00 reduced*.
*eligible to reduced rate tickets:
→ Under26
→ Erasmus+ students
→ Over65
→ teachers accompanying classes of at least 10 students
→ ATM employees and holders of ATM annual passes

With your MFF2021 ticket, you
can enjoy a 10% discount at the
White Bar in the Indro Montanelli
Gardens (min. 4 Eur).
At the Infopoint of Giardini Indro
Montanelli are available PLAID (5,00 €)
and SHOPPER (3,00 €) of MFF.
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Welcome!
Gabriele Salvatores

Film Director & Milano Film Festival Artistic Director
«I am fond of Milano Film Festival for several reasons.
First, MFF contributes to the great, important work
we have to do on the new generations to keep their
connection to the cinema alive and strong. Then, Milan
is the city where I grew up, artistically and culturally:
while restarting our activities, I believe it could strongly
help with a mix of languages and tools we can use to
talk to the audience, meeting the needs for change».

Alessandro Beretta
Milano Film Festival Artistic Director

«Three big screens and three audiences to restart sharing the pleasure
of watching a film live, take part in a festival and talk about cinema. This
is the idea of the “Milano Film Festival 2021. Back to Reality!” edition, an
international competition that gathers in the International Film Competition
both feature films for their Italian preview, short films by young directors,
and some specials in The Outsiders section that do not take part in the main
competition, plus several meetings with the audio-visual industry and the
environment. While reinventing a new normality, we have tried to imagine a
new Milano Film Festival: a shorter edition, however not less strong, so that we
do not get lost in this time of Pandemic.
The feature films we will present were directed by woman directors only,
because their stories touch on the issue of conscience and body governance,
which is key in these times. At the same time, our tribute to the visionary
French director Bertrand Mandico proposes genre sci-fi and gender fantasy,
which is both stimulating and provoking to show, as in his After Blue.
To conclude, we are happy to close the Festival with the colours and energy of
New York in the 60s, a splendid moment of creativity when all arts partnered
together as you can see in The Velvet Underground by Todd Haynes dedicated
to the mythical experimental rock band. Such complicity of the arts, which is
the foundation of cinema, should never go unnoticed».
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Alvise De Sanctis

Milano Film Festival General Director

«This year we have decided to create an audio-visual “district” at Porta Venezia setting up
an open-air arena at the Indro Montanelli municipal Gardens to integrate the shows to be
held at Cinema Arcobaleno and at the Film Library in Viale Vittorio Veneto. A comeback to
the origins of Milano Film Festival and a way to engage – with a consistent, broad offer – the
Festival audience and the cultural and economic parties of the city of Milan. In the wake
of the idea launched in 2019, the film shows will integrate a full program dedicated to the
audio-visual industry in Milan and in Lombardy that was stopped due to the pandemic but
that has remained a vivid and creative sector with a very high international standing. We
want to pursue this by attracting fans, curious onlookers and audience to see what happens
“behind the scenes”. Meetings, demonstrations and masterclasses will show techniques,
details and characteristics of the professionals who contribute to create products that are
transversal to several economic sectors, from advertising to TV series, from cinema to
gaming, from television to social networks».

esterni

Milano Film Festival Founding Partners
«Since 1999, Milano Film Festival has represented a journey
for the people of Milan and many international guests: an
extension of their holidays at the beginning of September,
a travel around the world in 8-10 days.
Today, we are ready to go. The journey will be shorter;
however, a reconnaissance before the 25th edition in 2022.
We invite you to set off with us to discover the new talents
of film-making for the film-making industry and, as usual,
to discover the public spaces in Milan. Our promise: we
will do our best to let you meet other travel companions
because Milano Film Festival, whether short or long, will
always be an occasion to meet and exchange within a
constantly evolving community».
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Our new identity
To summarize all the MFF features we needed a bold, immediate and strongly revealing symbol.
A “sign” that could link the world of cinema and of audio-visual to our nature of a circulating,
international cinema, which could also pay homage to our city.
That is why we have chosen to elaborate on the image of the Visconti family’s snake, el bisson in the
Milanese vernacular: a symbol of the past that is rich in meaning, myth and legends.
The MFF Snake is a symbol of strength, resistance and grandeur: its sinuous movement reminds of
the winding of a motion picture film, its colour reminds of the classical red carpet and the prestige
of the Lombardy capital city is clearly referred to, with its glorious past.

“Just like the festivals held in Venice, Cannes, Locarno, Berlin and
Rotterdam, the Milano Film Festival too takes up the typical Milanese
zoomorphic symbol that traces back to an extra-broad visual culture.”
Matteo Scarduelli
Art Director Milano Film Festival
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International Film Competition
To return to see and discuss
the new, international,
independent, and young
cinema we love in a
maybe shorter but more
extraordinary and no less
intense edition, we have
decided, for once, to break
down the barriers between
formats.

4 feature films for 4 young
female authors
by Alessandro Beretta

So, this year the International
Film Competition brings
together feature films, as
always, the debut and second
works and short films of all
genres by directors under
forty.

After several viewings, the selection committee came up
with an idea and followed it. The four feature films in
competition are directed only by young female directors.
They are women who tell about women and not just
this, they talk about the politics of the body, aesthetic
obsession, masks and desires. From the religious manias
of a country, in the clear metaphors of Medusa by Anita
Rocha de Silveira against Bolsonaro’s Brazil, to living
today feeling as if in a niche, as in the documentary on
Gothic teenagers in Dark Blossom by Danish director
Frigge Fri; from trying again to create a community
among strangers under the Parisian sky, in the choral
and brilliant single-sequence shot of Roaring 20’s by
Elisabeth Vogler, best photography at the Tribeca Film
Festival, for which actress Aurore Deon will be present,
to being accepted while undecided about the future, like
the young protagonist and director in New York at the
centre of the mumble core Actual People by Kit Zauhar,
present at the Festival. Four independent visions that
have different means and have different budgets from
mainstream cinema, but that have the strength and
quality to change the way we look at the stories.
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Actual People

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Kit Zauhar
USA, 2021, 84’

Riley, a girl with no plans is attending her last week
at college. She does everything she can to win the
affection of a boy from her hometown, Philadelphia,
and ends up having to deal with her growing anxieties
on her love life, family, and future

FRIDAY 8th OCTOBER
7.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET
SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
5.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 2)
Director Kit Zauhar will be attending the screening

Medusa

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Anita Rocha da Silveira
Brazil, 2021, 127’

Many, many years ago, the beautiful Medusa was severely
punished by Athena, the virgin goddess, for losing her
purity. Today Mariana belongs to a world in which she
has to do whatever she can to maintain the appearance
of a perfect woman. She strives to control everything
and everyone around her so that she does not give in to
temptation. But the day will come when the desire to
scream will be stronger than ever.
SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
9.30 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 2)
SATURDAY 10th OCTOBER
9.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET
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Dark Blossom

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Frigge Fri
Danimark, 2021, 80’

FRIDAY 8th OCTOBER
7.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 1)
SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
7.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET

Josephine has colourful wigs; a big and heavy nose ring
and she collects bones of road victims. She is 20 years
old and has never been part of the handball group in
the small town in northern Jutland where she grew
up. Instead, she has found her two friends in Gothic
culture: the maximalist who goes by his self-proclaimed
name Mareridt and the caring Christian Jay. Wearing
heavy make-up and wild clothes, the Gothic trinity
fights to control their inner demons and create a free
space together where they can unfold undisturbed.
But one day Josephine falls in love with Jan, and their
precious friendship is threatened as her black heart
starts to beat for something other than darkness.

Roaring 20’s

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Elisabeth Vogler
France, 2021, 90’

One long shot, Roaring 20’s offers viewers the chance
not only to travel to Paris, but to live there one day
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

FRIDAY 8th OCTOBER
9.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET
SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
7.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 2)
Aurore Deon, one of the actresses in the film, will
be attending the screening.
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International Film Competition
3 groups (one animated)
for the short films
by Alessandro Beretta
The selected short films, many of which are Italian
premières, are contemporary shots, flashes of themes
and feelings marked by talents cinema bets on. In group
A we have privileged foreigners: from the musical with
the Brazilian riders, winner at Locarno, Neon Phantom
by Leonardo Martinelli, the screenwriters of dreams,
Léo Berne and Raphaël Rodriguez with The Censor of
Dreams, the teenage “smoked” puppets of A Puff Before
Dying by Mike Pinkney and Michael Reich.

Neon Phantom

In Group B, opened by the première of the Cannes
Semaine de la Critique winner Days of Labour by Greek
director Manolis Mavris, we have gathered new Italian
viewpoints to discover: two short films coming from the
Venice Critics’ Week, L’incanto by Chiara Caterina and
L’ultimo spegne la luce by Tommaso Santambrogio,
and two different ways of observing, some the body like
Beniamino Barrese in Oltre Gretel, others those clichés
like in Noi cinesi in realtà siamo tutti dei cloni by
Alessio Hong.
Noi cinesi in realtà siamo tutti dei cloni

Instead, Group C, is dedicated only to animated films
and is a journey through colours and techniques: from
the 2D of Anxious Body by the well-known Japanese
director Yoriko Mizushiri, arriving from the Cannes
Film Festival, and Bardo by Aisling Conroy, of the Irish
school, to the stop motion of the documentary Just
a Guy by Shoko Hara about a serial killer. They are
also difficult themes, but always tackled with art, like
the apocalypse invoked in Misery Loves Company by
Sasha Lee, but the dance of those characters invoking a
meteorite is between beautiful and disturbing. As only
animation can be.

Bardo
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GROUP A

FRIDAY, 8th OCTOBER 4.30 pm. - Cineteca Milano MEET
SATURDAY, 9th OCTOBER 2.30 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET

Neon Phantom

Nantong Nights

Directed by Leonardo Martinelli

Directed by Leopold Dewolf, Emma Qian Xu

Brazil, 2021, 20’ , Italian Première

China/France, 2021, 12’.

Winner of the Pardino d’oro as best short film at
the last Locarno Film Festival, Leonardo Martinelli
uses a critical irony to revisit the topical places of
the Hollywood musical through the story of João,
a young rider who dreams of a new motorbike.
Funny, it is an implacable portrait of life in the age
of the gig economy.

In Nantong, China, Jian works as an “e-driver”, someone
who is called to drive the cars of people who are too
drunk to return home. One night a drunken client
asks him to drive him to the police station. Noir
atmospheres, a voice over and dancing neon lights,
for this short film that portrays in the background the
Chinese cities that seem to be growing too fast.

Grab Them

The Censor of Dreams

Sweden, 2020, 13’

France, 2021, 18’, Italian Première

Sixty-year-old Sally would like to have a peaceful life,
made of love and happiness, but it has become very
difficult to realise her desire in the last few years. In
fact, there’s a problem: Sally really looks like the former
US President Donald Trump. Black humour and deep
fake, this short film reminds us how complex it is to
distinguish the true from the false

Every night the Dream Censor and his team try to
moderate the dreams of Yoko, a young woman. The
purpose is to prevent too painful things from emerging
from the subconscious. Every night is a race against
time, because creating dreams is like filming live,
moving between daring set designs and wild symbols
for the sake of another person.

Four Pills At Night

A Puff Before Dying

Directed by Léo Berne, Raphaël Rodriguez

Directed by Morgane Dziurla-Petit

Directed by Leart Rama

Kosovo, Switzerland, 2021, 25’, International Première

The intense and ambiguous relationship between a
young debutant director and his equally young leading
actor is put to the test during a rave party. But the film
by the Kosovar director, Leart Rama, nominated for
a European Film Award and presented at Locarno, is,
above all, a disturbing visual-sensorial experience, a
journey into the depths of the subconscious to which
one can surrender.

Directed by Mike Pinkney, Michael Reich
United States, 2021, 10’, Italian Première

The “amazing” night out of three well-born American
teenagers moving amid dreamlike journeys and flying
unicorns, until the inevitable, (melo)dramatic finale.
Conceived as a mocking and cruel “public service
advertisement” in reverse, a mini-midnight film
entirely played by puppets.
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GROUP B

SATURDAY, 9th OCTOBER, 3.00 pm - Arcobaleno Film Centre (ROOM 2)
SUNDAY, 10th OCTOBER 5.20 pm. - Arcobaleno Film Centre (ROOM 2)

Brutalia, Days of Labour

L’incanto

Directed by Manolis Mavris - Italian Première

Directed by Chiara Caterina

Greece/Belgium, 2021, 26’, Italian Première

Italy, 2021, 20’

An oligarchic, matriarchal society, a swarm of identical
women in uniform and a black bob working day and
night to maintain the common good. But what happens
if one of them is unable to sustain the rigid violence
ruling the small community?
Winner of the Semaine de la critique at Cannes,
Brutalia, Days of Labour by Manolis Mavris is a
metaphor of society seen as a beehive, marked by Greek
nouvelle vague atmospheres, a dystopian short film on
the sense of social alienation and isolation.
Oltre Gretel

Directed by Beniamino Barrese
Italy, 2021, 8’

Born from the encounter between Clara Storti,
a contemporary circus performer, and director
Beniamino Barrese, Oltre Gretel is a fairy-tale
investigation of the balances, inside and outside the
performance, in a moment in history like this one in
which hand-to-hand is yet compromised.

Five voices, five women, five tales of death and violence.
Director Chiara Caterina tackles the taboo theme par
excellence, mixing recent history, crime news and
oral testimony, letting it all this flow onto the film’s
grainy, fascinating images. Presented at the 78th Venice
International Film Critics’ Week.

Noi cinesi in realtà siamo tutti dei cloni
Directed by Alessio Hong
Italy, 2020, 3’

Why do the Chinese all look the same? Why is it they are
said to have yellow skin? And why can’t they pronounce
the “r”? In this hilarious short film, Alessio Hong
reveals the truth at last at a pace to be discovered.

L’ultimo spegne la luce

Directed by Tommaso Santambrogio
Italy, 2021, 19’

A young couple returns to Milan after a dinner, but
the door does not open, the key does not turn. The pair
stand on the landing, talking, but tension rises in this
sequence shot by Tommaso Santambrogio presented at
the Settimana Internazionale della Critica at Venice 78.
The closed door is, perhaps, that onto the future, they
built with their words of the discussion locking it.
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GROUP C
animation

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER 9.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET
SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER 7.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 1)

Bardo

Just a guy

Directed by Aisling Conroy

Directed by Shoko Hara

Ireland, 2021, 4’ Italian Première

Germany, 2020, 14’

The word Bardo in Tibetan Buddhist tradition means an
intermediate, transitory or liminal state between death
and reincarnation. A transitional situation, in time and
space, is also experienced by the young protagonist
of Bardo, a 2D animation directed by Aisling Conroy,
in which a girl finds herself questioning her own life
choices when she meets her grandmother and starts to
mix memories with reality, the present with the past.

Richard Ramirez never became a ‘crime celebrity’ like
Tedd Bundy or Charles Manson, yet he was one of
the most heinous serial killers in American history.
Sentenced to 19 death sentences for killing 15 people
and raping 13 (including two children and a disabled
elderly woman) Ramirez, known as the Night Stalker,
was a convinced Satanist and has never shown any
repentance. Just a Guy, a rigorous stop-motion short
documentary tells the perspective of three women who
had an affair with him while he was in prison.

The fall of the Ibis King

Directed by Mikai Geronimo and Josh O’Caoumh
Ireland, 2021, 10’

From the balcony

A complex and disturbing play is staged in a theatre.
The great stage setting creates a vertical space on which
the characters move like birds.

Greece, 2021, 12’, Italian Première

Catgot

Directed by di Ho Tsz Wing

Honk Kong, 2021, 3’, Italian Première

Animation, as its origins in thaumatropes and optical
theatres teach us, can be a perspective invention, a
game of forms, a visual divertissement. Catgot, a music
video by the Hong Kong illustrator and animator Ho
Tsz Wing, returns the choreography of water drops in a
fountain in an abstract way.

Directed by Aris Kaplanidis

A middle-aged woman observes the microcosm of
an Athenian neighbourhood from her balcony. Her
neighbours experience her unsolicited vigilante activity
with mixed reactions. Something happens that will
change the dynamics of the neighbourhood forever.
Aris Kaplanidis - a polyhedric Greek director who
has directed over twenty short films and video clips
- creates an animated story based on the continuous
changing of looks and points of view between a balcony
and the street. A choral story starting from a local
reality to create a universal story.

FOLLOW
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GROUP C
animation

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER 9.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET
SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER 7.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 1)

Little Miss Fate

Hold Me Tight

Directed by Joder von Rotz

Directed by Mélanie Robert-Tourneur

Switzerland, 2020, 8’

France, 2021, 6’

Little Miss Fate lives in a world led by destiny. When
the opportunity comes, she slips into the role of world
leader. Unwittingly, driven by the intention of saving
a couple, she creates a monster who, greedily, wants
to suck up all the love in the world. Overwhelmed
by a situation larger than herself, she loses control.
Filled with a surreal comedy, Little Miss Fate creates
a world that, absurdly, reminds us of the absolute
meaninglessness of the one we live in.

In the heart of a dark forest, two silhouettes meet,
attract, and repel one another in an explosive wedding
parade. Hold Me Tight, the second feature film by
Belgian director Mélanie Tourneur, is a bittersweet
love story, a game of shadows drawn by a bonfire in the
night, a tale filled with sensuality and ferocity.

Misery Loves Company
Directed by Sasha Lee

United States, South Korea, 2020, 3’, Italian Première

O Black Hole!

Directed by Renee Zhan
United Kingdom, 2020, 16’

A woman who cannot stand the passing of time
becomes a black hole. A thousand years go by without
any change, until Singularity awakens inside her one
day. O Black Hole! is a highly ambitious Space-Opera
that blends very different techniques - first, 2D and
stop motion - and manages to bring together fairy tale
and melodrama, science, and magic, light and darkness.
Anxious Body

Directed by di Yoriko Mizushiri

Japan, 2021, 6’, Italian Première

There are objects we use every day, like tape or a pencil,
that can create geometries and an affinity with our own
body.
The sensation of a sensuality that is pervasive and
soft at the same time pervades the entire work by
Yoriko Mizushiri. Already with the trilogy Futon
(2012), Kamakura (2013) and Maku (2014), the artist had
looked for the deep similarities between the inanimate,
everyday universe and the body shapes.

One night Seolgi is lying on a meadow with her friends.
A shooting star and then negative thoughts start to
surface. His melancholy grows and blossoms into bright
and colourful “flower people” dancing in the hope that a
meteorite will end the world.

Mom

Directed by Kajika Aki Ferrazzini

France, 2020, 9’, Italian Première

Mom, an animated short film by Kajika Aki Ferrazzini,
is set in a dystopian world where a young girl is the
protagonist of a strange format in which she must run
for her life while cameras broadcast every detail of her
escape. Mom is a declaration of love to mothers, to that
sense of protection that brings together memories and
dreams, images, and tactile sensations.
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The jury and the awards 2021
by Tania Cefis

The jury panel of this edition of the
Milano Film Festival brings together
three very different points of view,
from three personalities with equally
different backgrounds. They are the
journalist Ilaria Feole, the writer
Lorenza Gentile and the director Enrico
Maisto.
To get to know them better, we
proposed a mini-interview linked to
their passion for the seventh art. The
answers give us a cross-section of
different visions, feelings, and ways of
reading the cinema. Hope you enjoy it!

Awards:
International Film Competition

Award: prize awarded to the Milano

What, for you, is the “film of a lifetime”?

Once Upon a Time in America by Sergio Leone. For me, it is the film
that contains all of cinema, the art of deception and illusion, the art
of manipulating time and re-enacting life. Also, the greatest film on
friendship ever made.
What is your earliest memory of cinema?

I grew up with Disney classics. One of my earliest memories is
watching The Jungle Book over and over again and I knew it off by
heart: when the film was over, I would rewind the videotape and
watch it again, without any interruption.
Ilaria Feole
What, for you, is the “film of a lifetime”?

I’m cheating. If I must. I choose a film of life for each age or season,
it’s the best I can do. Batman (0 -10) years), Vertigo (11 - 14), The
Adventure (15 -18), Aguirre (19 - 22), Fanny and Alexander (23 -26), Heimat
2 (27 -30), Time Indefinite (-).
What is your earliest memory of cinema?

assign to a particularly deserving film.

My earliest memory of a film on the big screen dates to 1992 with a
screening of Stromboli -Terra di Dio, one of those held outdoors on
the island in the summer. I just managed to watch a few scenes; I
was very upset. And then I wore out the videotape of the first TV
broadcast of Batman on Rai Uno.
Enrico Maisto

Aprile Award: acknowledgement

What, for you, is the “film of a lifetime”?

Film Festival 2021 winning film.

Jury Special Award: mention that

the festival jury reserves the right to

assigned by the founders of esterni,
the creators and organisers of MFF,

to the short or feature film judged as
most representative of the festival’s
artistic choices.

Audience Award: this is the prize

awarded based on the public’s vote,
called upon to express their opinion

during the festival immediately after
the screening in the cinema.

Many films are important to me. Otto e mezzo (8+1⁄2), Il sorpasso (The
Overtaking), Baisers volés (Stolen Kisses), Harold and Maude, The Hours,
Sophie’s Choice... All films that have influenced my imagination and
life. The most recent: A Family Affair, by Hirokazu Kore’eda.
What is your earliest memory of cinema?

As a child, I would sneak onto the sets I encountered here and
there and asked actors to autograph my little notebook. My earliest
memories of the cinema are backstage experiences as well as of
hours spent immersed in the magic of the dark room. I already knew,
instinctively, that the language of the big screen was one that would
have had an impact on my life.
Lorenza Gentile
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The jury and the awards 2021

Ilaria Feole

Lorenza Gentile

Enrico Maisto

Ilaria Feole was born in Milan in
1983. She writes about cinema and
television series for the weekly
Film Tv. She is the author of
the monographs Wes Anderson
- Genitori, figli e altri animali
(Bietti, 2014), Michele Soavi Cinema e televisione (Bietti, 2018)
and C’era una volta in America di
Sergio Leone (Gremese, 2018). She
is among the authors of Il mio
terzo dizionario delle serie tv cult
(BeccoGiallo, 2019), Tutto Fellini
(Gremese, 2019) and Architetture
del desiderio - Il cinema di Céline
Sciamma (Asterisco, 2021).

Lorenza Gentile, born in Milan, she
graduated in Performing Arts from
Goldsmiths University in London
and attended the Jacques Lecoq
International School of Dramatic
Arts in Paris. Her latest novel
is Le piccole libertà (Feltrinelli,
2021). Before which she published
Teo (Einaudi Stile Libero, 2014;
Edoardo Kihlgren Prize, Seminara Rhegium Julii Prize and the Young
Critics’ Prize of the Literaturhaus
in Vienna), translated in Germany,
Spain, and Korea, and La felicità è
una storia semplice (Einaudi Stile
Libero, 2017). Her first play ‘If not
today, eventually’ was staged at
London’s Etcetera Theatre in 2016.

Graduated in Philosophy from
the University of Milan, he
participated, in 2008, as a directing
intern in the filming of Vincere
by Marco Bellocchio, creating the
backstage. His first feature-length
documentary, Comandante, was
in competition at the Milano Film
Festival winning the Premio Aprile
award. He won, together with
Valentina Cicogna, the Premio
Solinas Documentario with La
Convocazione, produced by Start
and Rai Cinema in 2015. The film
was released in 2017 and screened
at numerous international festivals,
including IDFA, Festival dei Popoli,
Filmmaker, Doc Point, winning the
Best Medium-length Film Award
at Hot Docs. He was a member
of the jury of the Premio Solinas
Documentario in 2018. He has been
coordinator of the cinema sector of
the San Fedele Cultural Foundation
since 2016. His next feature film,
L’età dell’innocenza (The Age of
Innocence), is scheduled to be
released in 2021.
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The Outsiders, the hors concours films
by Alessandro Beretta

As well as acknowledged masters
and independent filmmakers we
have included in The Outsiders, the
Milano Film Festival’s hors concours
section, films premiering here in
Italy and that have amazed us for
their beauty and inquisitiveness.
Starting with the Festival’s
closing title: an Apple Original
film, The Velvet Underground is
a documentary by Todd Haynes
presented at Cannes and available
worldwide on AppleTV+ on 15th
October. The story of the band that
revolutionised the idea of rock’n’roll
is also a fascinating account, amid
precious testimonies, rare archive
material and experimental cinema,
of a unique cultural environment
in which the arts were accomplices:
New York in the 1960s, with Andy
Warhol, Allen Ginsberg, and

Jonas Mekas. Haynes’s film is an
audiovisual experience that brings
the spectator into the music.
France by Bruno Dumont opens
the Festival starring Léa Seydoux
as France de Meurs, an image
journalist for a news network whose
career is put at risk by an accident.
For the French director, the film is
a reflection on today’s media and
the paradoxes of the information
system.
Two other more experimental works
are linked to research authors so
dear to the Festival. The first is
Milano. Capodanno 2005-2006

by the Milanese filmmaker and
cinema historian Francesco Ballo:
three hours and forty minutes
through the city, in a camera car,
surrounded by the silence of urban
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geography and the noise of the New
Year’s Eve celebrations. A film to
visit, rather than to watch in the
classic way. The second is Land of
Warm Waters by the brothers Ivan
and Igor Buharov, experimental
Hungarian filmmakers whose latest
work, after passing through the FID
in Marseilles, comes to Milan. The
Buharovs, winners of the Premio
Aprile awarded by the Festival’s
team in 2008, have been making
short films since the beginning
of their careers and return to
Milan with a feature film shot in
Super 8 with no budget. In the plot
Ayahuasca, paranormal phenomena
and conspiracies are accompanied
through a fantastic world by a
critical and satirical streak towards
the current situation in their
country.

France

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Bruno Dumont

France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 2021, 134’

FRIDAY 8th OCTOBER
8.30 pm - Giardini Indro Montanelli

France de Meurs (Léa Seydoux) - with a name that
expresses a nation - is the face and body of a 24/7 news
network. Something is not right with her success and
with the media system in general: an accident will
surface it. Bruno Dumont writes and directs a film,
in competition at Cannes and in Milan for its Italian
première, dedicated to another non-aligned character,
even if in the spotlight. A reflection on the paradoxical
world of the media in which we are immersed and live.

Milan.
New Year’s Eve
2005 -2006
WORLD PREMIERE

Directed by Francesco Ballo
Italy, 2021, 220’

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
11.00 am - Cineteca Milano MEET
Director Francesco Ballo will be attending the
screening.

A typical New Year’s Eve in Milan: semi-deserted streets,
sleet, and fireworks here and there... Yet all it takes
is the right glance to make everything seem new and
unusual. This is what happens in this urban symphony,
an authentic piece of “expanded cinema” that Francesco
Ballo has recovered and edited for the Milano Film
Festival. Almost four hours in a live camera car with
commentaries marking times and places crossing
the night in Milan through known and lesser-known
streets. A film to see and visit to celebrate cinema and its
fantastic outside the box rigour. And you, what are you
doing on New Year’s Eve? We will be celebrating with a
long matinee on Sunday morning.
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Land of Warm
Waters

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Igor and Ivan Buharov
Hungary, Slovakia, 2021, 82’

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
7.20 pm - Arcobaleno Film Center (Room 2)
Directors Igor and Ivan Buharov will be attending
the screening.

Brothers Ivan and Igor Buharov, Hungarian filmmakers,
arrive in Milan after being at the FID in Marseilles.
Historic directors for the Milano Film Festival, winners
of the Premio awarded by the Festival team Aprile in
2008. They have been attending with their experimental
short films right from the start. They have always
been authors of an anarchic and surreal cinema,
Land of Warm Waters was shot in super 8 without
a script, but through paradoxical fiction moments.
Paranormal phenomena, conspiracies, Ayahuasca and
bizarre characters: this is another cinema, alien and
fascinating, that uses fantastic elements to conceal a
critical and satirical streak referring to their country’s
current situation.

The Velvet
Underground

ITALIAN PREMIERE

Directed by Todd Haynes
USA, 2021, 110’

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
8.30 pm - Giardini Indro Montanelli

Presented at Cannes and released on Apple TV+ on 15th
October, Todd Haynes’ new documentary is the closing
film of the Milano Film Festival. The film tells the story
of the famous group that revolutionised the idea of
rock’n’roll. It is also an interesting account of a unique
cultural environment with precious testimonies, rare
archive material and experimental cinema at a time
when the arts were one: New York in the 1960s, Andy
Warhol, Allen Ginsberg and Jonas Mekas. Haynes’ film
is an audio-visual experience in line with the band’s
creative ethos in the words of John Cale: “How to be
elegant and how to be brutal”.
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Homage to Bertrand Mandico
by Alessandro Beretta

A visionary director, often provocative, independent,
and consistent with his own poetics, contemporary.
There are so many traits we love, in line with other
directors celebrated in the past, that have prompted us
to organise a Tribute to Bertrand Mandico at the Milano
Film Festival this year. The 50-year-old filmmaker
from Toulouse seeks, as he puts it, “oneiricism and
magical realism” with the bold colours, and he often
questions the idea of gender because in his stories:
“Metamorphosis is synonymous with life, evolution
and progress. I don’t like things that are static and
stuck in their place. Metamorphosis is clearly a guiding
principle of my art and imagination”. His new feature
film After Blue (2021) comes to Milan, in a screening in
collaboration with “Grandi speranze”, a Filmidee and
the Locarno Film Festival project.
A film halfway between science fiction and a western,
with weapons named after fashion brands, set on a
planet inhabited only by women: an intriguing tale of
revenge. Another variation on his dreamlike poetics
is in the feature film Les garçons sauvages (2017),
screened in collaboration with Fondazione Cineteca
Milano and Long Take with five young teenage
protagonists transformed into girls on the imaginary
L’île des Robes. The film is already a cult film with not
many screenings at cinemas and after being at the 74th
Venice Film Festival, it was elected best film of the year
by the “Cahiers du Cinéma” in 2018.
Lastly, the third piece of the tribute is Hormona (2015),
which brings together three short films out of the over
forty he has filmed, chosen by Mandico himself from
his vast production: Prehistoric Cabaret, Notre-Dame
des hormones and Y a-t-il une vierge encore
vivante, which confirm a disturbing poetics in the tale
of different desires and worlds.
Come along and discover it.
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After Blue

HORMONA

A chimerical future on After Blue, a planet belonging to
another galaxy, a virgin planet where only women can
survive surrounded by harmless flora and fauna. The
story is about a punitive expedition.
The Saturday screening will be introduced by Daniela
Persico from the Locarno Film Festival.

A collection of three short films by Bertrand Mandico
selected by the director.

France, 2021, 130’

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
9.30 pm Giardini Indro Montanelli
Introduced by Daniela
SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
9.30 pm Arcobaleno Film Center (ROOM 1)

Les garçons
sauvages
France, 2017, 110’

Five rich teenagers kill their literature teacher.
Their parents punish the youngsters by sending them
to an island under the orders of a strict captain, but
the journey is a story of coming-of-age and change,
even of one’s own gender. Filmed in Super 16, the best
film of the year for the Cahiers du Cinéma, Bertrand
Mandico’s debut, after several short films, is so intense
and visionary with narration as it is unique in its
storytelling, embracing Truffaut’s cinema, Charles
Laughton’s The Night of the Hunter, and William
S. Burroughs. A cult film, rarely on the big screen,
presented in collaboration with Cineteca Milano Meet
and Longtake.
SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
4.30 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET

Thanks to

France, 2015, 52’

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
5.00 pm - Cineteca Milano MEET

Prehistoric Cabaret
Iceland, France, 2013, 10’

In an Icelandic cabaret, a woman leads us on an esoteric
exploration of the inside of her body by means of an
unusual video camera.
What you are about to see could change your perception
of life, is how she warns us at the beginning of this
journey/performance with an intimate landscape that
seems to have a pornographic and retro touch but that
becomes a pulp descent into the centre of the earth,
sipping whiskey. Get lost.

Notre dames des hormones
France, 2014, 33’

Two actresses are strolling around the countryside
while rehearsing a play and find a hideous phallic
creature, covered in hair and saliva, in the trees. We
follow the two women into a magical realm, guided by
Michel Piccoli’s narrative voice, while grappling with
the sensual call of the bizarre object of desire, Our Lady
of Hormones, who rules this crazy fantasy world we are
transported to.

Y a-t-il une vierge encore vivante
France, 2015, 9’

According to an English legend, Joan of Arc did not die
at the stake. With her eyes gouged out and deflowered
by a stallion, she was condemned to roam the battlefield
like a vulture, hunting down all the virgins still alive.
We follow her in her pursuit, in a nature that rapes and
mingles with bodies. A dreamlike landscape made of
fears, exploded bodies, pain, kaleidoscopic colours and
bright red fake blood.
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Special Event

by Tania Cefis

Cinema, food and the
environment for a new
world

Director
for a book

What does the relationship between food and climate
change and My Screen have in common? The Food
Wave event: Cinema, Food, and the Environment.
Proposed in collaboration with ActionAid Italia, the
meeting is part of the pan-European Food Wave project,
headed by the Municipality of Milan and involving
ActionAid Italia, Mani Tese and Acra, aimed at raising
awareness among the younger generations on the
food-climate nexus and its different declinations.
MFF2021 will be hosting several activists - Martina
Comparelli (Fridays for Future), Giulia Secci and
Gianluigi Marra (Food Wave) - conversing with
Florencia Di Stefano-Abichain, content creator,
speaker, author, and presenter, always attentive to
green issues, for insight on the role of food in terms of
climate impact and environmental sustainability. And
much more. The film chosen by our guest will finally
be revealed at the end of the round table moderated
by Tommaso Perrone, director of LifeGate, the media
partner of the event. A film that means something to
her and that prompts reasoning, a change, a stance.
As in the best traditions of My Screen: a surprise film,
strictly live.
FOOD WAVE: IL CINEMA, IL CIBO, L’AMBIENTE

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
6.30 pm Giardini Indro Montanelli

During

A special event is dedicated to the prize awarding
ceremony to the students winning the 2021 edition
of “Director for a book”, the first national short film
contest that combines a passion for the art of film and
literature.
Created by Prima Effe. Feltrinelli per la scuola, the
branch of the Librerie Feltrinelli dedicated to the
world of education, in collaboration with Cfp Bauer,
this year with “Director for a book” inspired by
Spigole (Feltrinelli Editore) by Tito Faraci, asks young
participants under the age of 22 to make a short film
starting on the narrative imaginary of the novel.
The four winning works, screened during the event,
are awarded for their commitment, adherence to the
topic and the visual transposition ability, according
to the evaluation of an exceptional jury including Tito
Faraci, writer, Gabriele Gimmelli, Milano Film Festival
programmer, Silvia Zerbinati, Prima Effe manager.
Feltrinelli per la scuola, Luca Barutta and Paolo
Castelli, respectively the Video Area didactic
coordinator and a scholar of Cinema at Cfp Bauer.

REGISTA PER UN LIBRO

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
3.00 pm Cineteca Milano MEET

A project by

In collaboration with
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In collaboration with

Special Event by Tania Cefis
Behind the scenes of a participatory film
The community of Milan, after the trauma due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, with lockdowns, restrictions,
closures and forced distancing, participates and is the
protagonist in the short film Quanta umanità s incrocia
in un vagone del metrò (There is so much humanity in
an underground car), written by Pietro Anzani, born
in 1998, winner of the contest Un set a Milano (A set in
Milan) launched during MFF 2019 in partnership with
the Milan editorial office of the national newspaper La
Repubblica. The project, conceived to involve young
creative people from the Italian audiovisual scene and

generate a stronger sense of community thanks to
the seventh art, invites everyone to the special event
“Dietro le quinte di un film partecipato” (Behind the
scenes of a participatory film) organised for MFF 2021.
The meeting reveals, through the testimony of its
creators, the making of the film - that will be presented
in Milan before the end of this year - to all those
who would like to explore new creative participatory
methods.
DIETRO LE QUINTE DI UN FILM PARTECIPATO

SUNDAY 10th OCTOBER
7.00 pm Giardini Indro Montanelli

Beyond the Screen
Created for the last edition, they are now eagerly
awaited tradition of the festival. The MFF Industry
meetings are back with a double event scheduled for
Saturday. Two locations and two occasions to talk about
filmmakers and to travel through the entire chain like
on the tracks of a train from the conception to the
realisation, reaching the distribution of the audiovisual
work.
From morning to evening, BASE Milano, the
creative hub, will become a great hotbed for the
MILANO INDUSTRY DAYS - MID BY MFN #1, a day of
presentation of the projects developed at the 2021 In
Progress MFN workshop, the first and only production
workshop for the development of audiovisual projects
for Italian authors and directors and foreign ones
residing in Italy, among which a special jury will select
the winners of the two grants available.
In the afternoon, at 5 p.m., the MFF arena at Giardini
Montanelli will be become a film set to host a dizzying
performance by the group led by Simone Belli, Stunt
Coordinator and Founder Stunt Gym Boutique, followed
by direct testimony on production, direction, and
storytelling of the audiovisual product as well. Cinema
narrated by its protagonists.

MILANO INDUSTRY DAYS - MID BY MFN #1

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
10.00 am-7.00 pm Base Milano
INCONTRO INDUSTRY

SATURDAY 9th OCTOBER
5.00 pm Giardini Indro Montanelli
In partnership with
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Special project

by Tania Cefis

La Gran Bissa
de Milàn

An installation to experience
a new sociality

During the three days of the Festival the “Biscione
di MFF”, the big snake, which is the new symbol of
the kermess, will be honoured by the site-specific
exhibition, La Gran Bissa de Milàn, organised at the
Arcobaleno Film Centre by the Tazi Zine group.
On display 56 works by various artists, collected
through an open call, inspired by the Visconti
“Biscione”, the icon par excellence of the city of Milan.
This powerful symbol, of which its origin is uncertain,
is linked to various legends giving rise to personal
reinterpretations: some have chosen to express their
art through illustrations, others through calligraphy
and others through poetry or short stories.
The art creations, printed in the form of posters, thus
create a large mural work that embraces the walls of
the first floor of the Milanese cinema.

The pandemic has overturned our lives and habits. But it
has not taken away our desire to be together. To live this
newfound sociality serenely, we decided to investigate
and show new ways of interaction, in person and in safety,
drawing on the fervid creativity of the territory and
also on the great potential of technological and digital
innovation.

8-9-10 OCTOBER
From 3.00 to 10.00 pm
Arcobaleno Film Center
In collaboration with

Milano Film Festival has involved in this project the
students of the Two-year Specialised Course in Theatre
Scenography at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts, held by
the set designer Edoardo Sanchi. Serena D’Orlando, Nina
Donatini, Giorgia Moro, Laura Pigazzini and Umberto
Kilian D’Annolfo worked on studying a set solution for the
Festival that is modular, sustainable and can be replicated
in other contexts.
We firmly believe in the aggregation element of
the collective vision as a social moment and for the
development of a critical conscience, and, at the same
time, we would like to allow the Festival to continue to be
the place where a cinematographic and audiovisual culture
is spread, a safe place to experience and visit. This is the
concept behind the interactive multimedia installation
that draws on green screen technology and welcomes
spectators at the entrance to the MFF arena in the Indro
Montanelli Gardens: the public is invited to interact and
experience a new way of being together in person in this
dedicated area for the entire long weekend of the Festival,
in name of fun and using a multifaceted audiovisual
language.
8-9-10 OCTOBER
From 6.00 to 10.00 pm
Giardini Indro Montanelli
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Friday
8th October
GIARDINI INDRO
MONTANELLI
20.00

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

CINETECA MEET

16.30
Short films - Group A

Opening
MFF 2021

International Film Competition

follow the screening

France

The Outsiders

120’

134’

19.00

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

84’

Actual People

International Film Competition
Director Kit Zauhar will be
attending the screening

21.00

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Roaring 20’s

90’

International Film Competition
Aurore Deon, one of the
actresses in the film, will be
attending the screening.

ARCOBALENO

19.20

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Dark Blossom

Room 1 - 80’

International Film Competition

Saturday
9th October
GIARDINI INDRO
MONTANELLI
17.00

60’

Special Events

120’

150’

16.30

After Blue

Homage to Bertrand Mandico
Introduced by Daniela Persico
from Locarno Film Festival

International Film Competition

17.20

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Room 2 - 84’

Actual People

International Film Competition

21.00
Short films -

Room 2 - 120’

110’

Homage to Bertrand Mandico

130’

15.00

Directors will be attending the
screening

Les garçons sauvages

Special Events

ARCOBALENO

Short films - Group B

International Film Competition

Food Wave: il Cinema,
il Cibo, l’Ambiente

21.30

14.30

Short films - Group A

Incontro Industry

18.30

CINETECA MEET

120’
Group C
Animation

Director Kit Zauhar will be
attending the screening

International Film Competition

19.20

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Room 2 - 90’

Roaring 20’s - Replica

International Film Competition
Aurore Deon, one of the
actresses in the film, will be
attending the screening.

21.30

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Room 2 - 127’

Medusa

International Film Competition

BASE Milano
10.00 - 19.00

Milano Industry Days - MID by MFN #1 Music Innovation Hub (su invito)

Sunday
10th October
GIARDINI INDRO
MONTANELLI
19.00

30’

Dietro le quinte di
un film partecipato
Special Events

20.30

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

11.00

WORLD
PREMIERE

220’

110’

ARCOBALENO

17.20

Room 2 - 120’

Milano.
Capodanno 2005-2006

Short films - Group B

Director Francesco Ballo will be
attending the screening

19.20

International Film Competition

The Outsiders

The Velvet Undergound
The Outsiders

CINETECA MEET

Room 1 - 120’

Short films- Group C

Animation

International Film Competition

15.00

90’

Regista per un libro

19.20

Special Events

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Room 2 - 82’

Land of Warm Waters
The Outsiders

17.00

52’

HORMONA

Homage to Bertrand Mandico

19.00

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

Dark Blossom

80’
123’

International Film Competition

21.00
Medusa

ITALIAN
PREMIERE

123’
123’

International Film Competition

Directors will be attending
the screening

21.30

Room 1 - 130’

After Blue

Homage to Bertrand Mandico

21.30

Room 2 - 90’

International
Film Competition Awards
International Film Competition
Follow the screening of the
winning film

Thank you!
Milano Film Festival is a production by esterni, during
the Milan MovieWeek 2021.
It’s realized with the contribution of the Comune di
Milano and Direzione generale, Cinema e audiovisivo
- Ministero della Cultura. The project is supported by
Fondazione Cariplo and UBI Unione Buddhista Italiana.
Thanks to the MFF2021 Partners: Main Media Partner
la Repubblica, Cultural Partners mare culturale urbano,
ActionAid Italia, Prima Effe, Cfp Bauer, Stunt Gym
Boutique, Tazi Zine, Digital Communication Partner
Digital Makers, Media Partners LifeGate and Newsic
Technical Partners ATM and Ticketmaster, Location
Partners Cineteca Milano and Arcobaleno Film Center,
Food&Beverage Partners Bar Bianco and Meet Cafè, and
to the Milano Film Network.
THANKS TO:

Francesco Anzelmo, Martina Arzerton, Luca Barutta,
Annalisa Bassi, Elisa Bellavita, Simone Belli, Eddie
Bertozzi, Stefano Davide Bettera, Federica Biasio,
Elena Brivio, Francesca Calabretta, Bruno Calloni,
Andrea Capaldi, Stefano Carnevale, Paolo Castelli,
Paolo Chiovino, Paola Coppola, Piero Colaprico, Elena
Conenna, Lory Dall’Ombra, Marco De Crescenzo,
Valentina Fantini, Tito Faraci, Chiara Ferrara, Katia
Leo, Angelo Leone, Isabella Menichini, Marco Minoja,
Vincenzo Monte, Luca Mosso, Marta Nathaporn
Barrotta, Maurizio Nichetti, Enrico Nosei, Tommaso
Perrone, Daniela Persico, Valentina Piva, Davide
Rapp, Stefania Ratti, Noemi Robino, Alberto Saibene,
Marcello Seregni, Tetsugen Serra, Francesca Ussani,
Alessandro Veneziano, Carla Vulpiani, Silvia Zerbinati,
Cinema Beltrade, Festival Alto Vicentino, Reservoir
Docs, Films Boutique, Parallax, Best Friend Forever,
Ecce Films, Kynology, Apple TV, Accademy Two, Satine

Films, Igor e Ivan Buharov, Pseudo Filmes, Elefant
Distribution, Salaud Morriset, QuattroX4, Shortcuts,
Svenska Filminstitute, Yellow Veil Pictures, Radiator
IP Sales, SudTitles, Varicoloured, The National Film
School (IADT), Scuola di Hong Kong, L’Agence du Court
Metrage, MIYU, YK Animation Studio GMBH, Kiafa
Aniseed, National Film and Television School (NFTS),
CSC Allestimenti.
STAFF:

President: Beniamino Saibene
Artistic direction: Gabriele Salvatores
e Alessandro Beretta
General manager: Alvise De Sanctis
Program and Production: Chiara Sergio
Marketing, Fundraising and Communication:
Tania Cefis
Administration: Marta Lodi
Communication Office: Patrizia De Santo
Press office: Valentina Tua | Studio Sottocorno
Graphic Design:
Matteo Scarduelli and Enrico Nardese.
Motion Design by Andrea Prina
Print traffic coordinator: Lara Casirati
Subtitles: Subhumans | Barbara Viola, Nicola Ferloni,
Jacopo Oldani, Giacomo Stella
Hospitality, Volunteers coordinator and Ticketing:
Roberta Lauria
Selection Committee: Francesca Acquati, Alessandro
Beretta, Gabriele Gimmelli, Andrea Lavagnini,
Beniamino Saibene, Chiara Sergio, Barbara Viola
Founding members: Nicolò Bini, Lorenzo Castellini,
Giacomo Faina, Carlo Giuseppe Gabardini, Beniamino
Saibene

COLOPHON

Publishing Coordination: Tania Cefis
Contributors: Francesca Aquati, Alessandro Beretta,
Gabriele Gimmelli, Andrea Lavagnini, Matteo Scarduelli
Graphic Design: Matteo Scarduelli con Enrico Nardese
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